
The decentralized protocol for content ownership, 
discovery and monetization in media



Why does Po.et need to exist?

Content has become 
commoditized 

Fraud is everywhere 

We’ve lost control of how 
our digital assets are used 



Content has become commoditized 
Costs to create content have dramatically decreased. New formats of content have taken over significant amounts of 
attention.  Consumers don’t have the focus to assess the validity or veracity of content before they read it because there’s 
too much to noise to filter through. 

Fraud is everywhere 
When great content gets created, it’s bound to get ripped off. From programmatic bots stealing bits of content to outright 
plagiarism, we’re getting ripped off by bad actors. We’re relying on less than stellar business models to squeeze out profits 
however we can. 

We’ve lost control of how our digital assets are used 
Traffic is trapped by monopolies we can’t control. There’s too much friction to getting the full value of our content. 
Enforcement of licenses is nearly impossible at scale. 

What happened?



Enter Web 3.0

The Semantic Web 
Over 20 years ago, Tim Berners-Lee imagined a world where there were well-defined standards that promote common data 
formats and exchange protocols for interoperability between humans and machines. Web 1.0 was defined by raw, static 
information and Web 2.0 by sharing that information. Web 3.0 is about defining all of this vast, vague and inconsistent 
information and making sense of the chaos together.  

“Quality” is personal 
The content on the web will need to be flexible to the context and relevance of the individual’s needs. There is an 
overreliance on centralized services to decide what “quality” means without enough ways to influence the outcomes. All 
individuals deserve to be able to take control of their attention as they see fit. 

Fully integrated smart systems 
In Web 3.0, technical systems will be connected through shared data, computational power and infrastructure instead of 
disparate components that must be forcibly glued together in order to interact. 



Connected computers reach agreement over shared data 
We can create incentive models that make it so that no single entity has to take on huge amounts of risk to support these 
massive data sets.  

• No permission needed in order to engage 
• Incentive models help ensure permanent, immutable storage of basic information 
• Cannot be censored based on your race, age, geography or other discriminatory attributes 
• Strong proof of identity is not required 
• Shared responsibility to maintain the database prevents monopolistic hoarding of data 

Unlocking the value of the research 
Without this new technology, Web 3.0 could never exist. Now that we have secure, globally shared, highly available 
databases and economic systems to keep them running, we can realize the full potential of the past two decades of 
learning.

How do blockchains fit in?



How does Po.et fit in?

We’re building a shared, 
open, universal ledger 

designed to record 
metadata information for 
creative assets in order to 

enable Web 3.0



Our focus

Discovery 
Po.et Network builds a set of 
ubiquitous information 
based on standard protocols 
to lower the friction in 
communicating the value of 
our content and how it can 
be unlocked.

Monetization 
With the combination of 
verifiable reputation and on-
chain discovery, the Po.et 
Network expands the 
options for monetizing 
content in a safe, controlled 
way. Both public and private 
marketplaces can be 
enabled.

Attribution 
The foundation of Po.et is 
attribution. We enable 
multiple new ways to 
reference that content by the 
entire network to help 
establish validated claims 
such as ownership or 
authorship.

Reputation 
Everyone can see the actions 
taken on the Po.et Network 
and establish a history of 
certain behaviors by entities.  
Each piece of new 
information helps us be sure 
of who is safe to engage.



Attribution

Attribution is our foundation 
At our core, we’re providing specifically formatted information that has been timestamped in an immutable, uncensored 
database.  When you tell the world that you created a piece of content, nobody can take that away from you when it’s 
written on the Po.et Network.   

Data becomes connected and transparent 
From inception to licensing, your entire content supply chain can be put on the Po.et Network and benefit from the 
additional clarity that the Po.et Network brings. All of your applications can interoperate using the same information 
without duplication. 

Accumulate verifications to layer in new value 
The Po.et Network can increase the value your content by connecting other pieces of related information that others have 
validated. New on-network verification services (fact checked, brand safe) can be integrated to show that you’re investing 
into your content and setting yourself apart.



Ubiquity of information opens new doors 
By having a standard set of protocols and ensuring everyone has the same data, we can coordinate multiple complex 
systems without confusion. Without the need for duplication, we can leverage content across any application and still 
maintain a single source of truth without any potential degradation of information. 

Expanded opportunities for curation 
Content can receive lift from new marketplaces, search engines and social networks as they’re built on top of the Po.et 
Network.  We will unlock the curation of content from sparse data silos and allow new algorithms to help us filter the web, 
without the ability to censor available content by any government or company.   

Systems consumers and creators can trust 
Because all of the claims about content are publicly available, applications and algorithms can spot fraudulent behaviors, 
flag those claims for everyone to see and filter out bad actors. Every dollar spent toward deceiving people will be potentially 
wasted. Together, we can create “the good web.”

Discovery



Shared data means less friction to monetize 
When your content can be made highly available, consistent and connected, that opens up monetization models that 
couldn’t exist before. 

• Automatic revenue sharing between multiple parties for online newsrooms 
• Transparently metered subscription services 
• Programmatically enforceable rights management systems 
• Verification services ecosystem with marketplaces for adding value layers 
• Individual experts or algorithms as Curation-as-a-Service providers  

Easily integrated into existing systems 
There’s no specific system that you have to rip and replace in order to leverage the Po.et Network. In fact, we’ve open 
sourced all of our core technology for the purpose of integration. Also, we’ve built our systems so that hybrid approaches 
can be developed where only certain components become blockchain-enabled.

Monetization



Identity + Context + Coordination = Reputation 
In order to build trustless systems, we have to be able to establish a shared history of how some entity has behaved in the 
past and has built in incentive systems to reinforce good behavior. With this type of information out in public, we can make 
better decisions faster. 

We’ll always do business based on reputation 
With a system that reinforces reputable practices, we can start to remove the friction points in working with unknown 
vendors in a safe way. The energy that is going into your vetting processes can now be returned back to your bottom line.   

Everyone should have access to systems that build reputation 
We want to build incentive systems that are inexpensive to leverage for any good actor and never want to make the Po.et 
Network prohibitively expensive for basic use. The true power of the Po.et Network grows with every new creator getting 
access to these new ways to do business.

Reputation



How do we use Po.et?

We can begin to unlock 
additional value in your 

content by placing it on to 
the Po.et Network



Proof of Existence

A unique way to describe content 
We can uniquely identify content through one-way cryptographic functions called “hashes.” Whenever you hash a piece of 
content, you’ll always get the same exact output. This allows people who have access to the content to ensure they’re all 
referencing the exact same content on the Po.et Network. 

What happens to my data? 
The content hashes get stored on the Bitcoin blockchain. Additionally, we’ve chosen to use decentralized filesystems to 
persist the original document and metadata about the content ownership in an immutable way to help enable new 
discovery options. 

Why is it called “Proof of Existence”? 
When we have the original file and its hash, we can prove that this content existed at a certain time and that the document 
integrity is in tact. Proof of Existence is the fundamental core layer that allows us to build the Po.et Network and layer 
additional services and applications on top of that data, in a decentralized way.



Use cases

Publishers Content Creators Services

Earn long-tail income from an existing 
content library by licensing it 
programmatically to new sources of buyers

Make your content discoverable with 
transparent licensing terms to a global  
network of publishers

Build up a history as a proven fact-checking 
service or specialize in curation of  
high-quality images

Discover and curate content to republish  
from potential partners

Use immutable timestamps to prove that  
you’ve originated a specific idea before 
someone else

Ensure that your advertising doesn’t appear 
against unsavory content from non-
reputable publishers

Build an internal supply chain for content 
production with verified check points to 
make sure that content is compliant with 
industry standards.

Use immutable links in bibliographies for 
 citing your sources

Integrate multiple external identities to  
your content to help bridge existing  
reputation systems



Put your content on the Po.et Network 
We have multiple options for getting your content on the Po.et Network: our applications, CMS integrations, native code 
libraries and a standard REST API. 

Leverage the Po.et applications 
Once your content is available to the network, you can begin to leverage the official Po.et applications: 

• Works Explorer: Discover content on the Po.et Network with fully indexed content claims and locate the actual 
transactions that secure your content. 

• Marketplace: Optionally join the Po.et Marketplace so you can easily license your content with the security of the 
blockchain for transaction history. 

• Po.et Badge: Prove the existence of your content with an easily embeddable HTML snippet or direct URL back to our 
Works Explorer. 

 

What are the first steps?



Po.et applications



Integrations

Content Management Systems Code Libraries



Frost API

What is Frost? 
Frost is an open API for developing integrations, registering works and integrating your applications to the Po.et Network 
without having to build your own private key infrastructure.  

Don’t worry about the “crypto” side of things 
We built the Frost technology in order to hide all of the gritty details of engaging with the blockchain and instead allow you 
to use a simple REST API, the standard for modern application interfaces. 

Ability to create new offerings on top of the Po.et Network 
We see a world where the network and protocols we’ve created can become the backbone for content information. Users 
can create commercial applications or proofs of concepts on top of their data stored on the Po.et Network. In fact, our first 
CMS plugins were built by our community of developers using the Frost API. 



Who’s behind Po.et?

Here are some more 
details that might help you 
get to know our team and 

how to stay connected 
with Po.et



Po.et leadership

Jarrod Dicker  
CEO 

@jarroddicker

Eric Elliott  
Vice President of 

Engineering 
@_ericelliott

David Turner  
Head of Product 
@wdavidturner



Web 3.0 must be built by everyone 
This new era of reputation on the web will transform the process of building the tools that content creators use. We wanted 
to build out a formal way to help selected projects leverage Po.et to tackle very hard problems. We recognize that as Po.et 
continues to evolve, we’ll need attract new projects to ensure that our vision comes to fruition. 

Our first team:  Inkrypt — Securing content for journalists 
Inkrypt is a censorship-resistant solution for the hosting and delivery of journalism content. In countries with oppressive 
regimes that censor news and information, this technology is absolutely critical to build and we’re excited that it can be 
partially enabled by the Po.et protocols and network.

Po.et Development Labs



There are tons of ways to contribute to Po.et and stay up to date with everything being built: 

 • Website — https://www.po.et/ 

 • Blog — https://blog.po.et/  

 • Twitter — https://twitter.com/_poetproject  

 • GitHub — https://github.com/poetapp 

 • Telegram — https://t.me/poetofficial

Join the Po.et community!

https://www.po.et/
https://blog.po.et/
https://twitter.com/_poetproject
https://github.com/poetapp
https://t.me/poetofficial
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